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	Hamas leader says three sons killed in air strike

	Attribution
Middle East





[image: Hamas' top leader Ismail Haniyeh speaking into a microphone with the Palestinian flag behind him]





	Vennells accused of false statement on postmasters

	Attribution
Business
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	Christensen gives Barcelona slender lead over PSG

	Attribution
European Football
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[image: Barcelona's Andreas Christensen and Ferran Torres celebrate a goal against Paris St-Germain in the Champions League quarter-final first leg]




	Donald Trump says Arizona abortion ban goes too far

	Attribution
US & Canada





[image: Former U.S. President Donald Trump speaks to the media as he arrives at the Atlanta Airport on April 10, 2024 in Atlanta, Georgia]





	Russian strikes hit Odesa on city's liberation day

	Attribution
Europe





[image: Rescuers work at the site of Russian air strikes, amid Russia's attack on Ukraine, in the village of Lyptsi, Kharkiv region, 10 April 2024.]





	EU approves major overhaul of migration rules

	Attribution
Europe





[image: Migrants arrive in the harbour of Italian island of Lampedusa, on September 18, 2023]





	TV doctor exchanged Botox for sex with patient

	Attribution
Tyne
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	I hope nothing gets between us - Klopp on fan protest

	Attribution
Liverpool
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	Expert reveals simple techniques to help reduce stress. Video, 00:07:37Expert reveals simple techniques to help reduce stress

	Attribution
BBC One
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Sport headlines


Keep up with the latest from BBC Sport


	Storms set to disrupt opening round of Masters

	Attribution
Golf
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	Christensen gives Barcelona slender lead over PSG

	Attribution
European Football
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[image: Barcelona's Andreas Christensen and Ferran Torres celebrate a goal against Paris St-Germain in the Champions League quarter-final first leg]


	Atletico hold on to edge Dortmund in first leg

	Attribution
European Football
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[image: Atletico Madrid players celebrate Samuel Lino's goal against Borussia Dortmund in Champions League quarter-final]


	Ipswich miss out on top spot as Watford claim draw

	Attribution
Championship
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[image: Sam Morsy of Ipswich Town reacts against Watford]
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The top stories from England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland


	Man charged with murder of Kulsuma Akter in Bradford

	Attribution
UK
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	Man with dementia 'confused' after wife's body found in kitchen

	Attribution
Tayside and Central Scotland
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	Police boss worked amid sexual misconduct claims

	Attribution
Wales
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	School welfare officer denies rape of teenage girl

	Attribution
Northern Ireland
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	Find your regional news

	Attribution
News
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Entertainment and TV


Latest news and must-see moments


	Lady Gaga brings bad romance to Joker 2 trailer

	Attribution
Entertainment & Arts





[image: Joaquin Phoenix & Lady Gaga in Joker: Folie à Deux]






	Support for Romeo & Juliet actress abused online

	Attribution
Newsbeat





[image: Francesca Amewudah-Rivers. Francesca is a black woman in her 20s with short afro hair and brown eyes. She smiles at the camera, wearing a blue and white blouse and small gold hooped earrings and gold chain necklace.]






	Hollywood club Wrexham set up promotion sequel

	Attribution
Wrexham
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[image: Andy Cannon celebrates in front of Wrexham fans]



	Performers priced out of Edinburgh Fringe Festival

	Attribution
Edinburgh, Fife & East





[image: Gail Porter waving at a parade in New York]






	More than £3k raised for Gogglebox star's funeral

	Attribution
Essex
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	New Bridget Jones film confirmed for 2025, but who is returning?

	Attribution
Entertainment & Arts





[image: A still from the previous film, in which Bridget Jones sits on a bed in her pyjamas, holding an ipad.]






	Louise Thompson reveals she had stoma bag fitted

	Attribution
Entertainment & Arts





[image: Louise Thompson attends the launch of Taste of London festival 2019 in Regent's Park - the ultimate celebration of London's world-renowned culinary scene on June 19, 2019 in London, England.]
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	Shop worker assault to be made specific criminal offence

	Attribution
UK Politics
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	Family say home is plagued by mould after explosion

	Attribution
Manchester
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	Sports Direct dubs Newcastle kit deal unlawful

	Attribution
England
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	English truck stop named the best in Europe

	Attribution
Northampton
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Food and recipes


Meal ideas, cooking tips and more, updated daily to keep you inspired


	Chicken recipes perfect for a spring lunch or dinner

	Attribution
BBC Food





[image: Chicken, cinnamon and sweet tomato orzo ]






	Give your leftovers some love and make your money go further

	Attribution
BBC Food
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	Dr Ranj on how much caffeine we can have each day. Video, 00:06:15Dr Ranj on how much caffeine we can have each day

	Attribution
BBC One
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	What can and can't be recycled from your food shop?

	Attribution
BBC Food
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	The 'winning formula' when it comes to running a restaurant. Audio, 26 minutesThe 'winning formula' when it comes to running a restaurant

	Attribution
BBC World Service





26 mins
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3 things we love today




	Guide dog dad of more than 300 puppies retires

	Attribution
Oxford





[image: Trigger and charity workers with his puppies]






	Can you smash this fiendishly tricky food quiz?

	Attribution
BBC Archive





[image: A child in old-fashioned clothing alongside a packet of Smash and other retro food items]






	Seven words that can mean their opposite

	Attribution
BBC Bitesize
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BBC iPlayer trailers: New and coming soon




	Ready to rock through time with the Doctor and Ruby? VideoReady to rock through time with the Doctor and Ruby?

	Attribution
Drama
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	'I would make such a good Traitor!' Video'I would make such a good Traitor!'

	Attribution
Things We Love
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	What's next for these young officers in Belfast? VideoWhat's next for these young officers in Belfast?

	Attribution
Drama
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	Jonathan is back and he’s reinvented himself. VideoJonathan is back and he’s reinvented himself

	Attribution
Comedy
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Tee-off
Tee-off
Will Rory McIlroy finally win the Masters?

A win at Augusta would see McIlroy complete golf's crowning glory of a career Grand Slam

	Attribution
Golf
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	How much are UK passports going up in price?

	Attribution
Business
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	Expert explains what to do if your smart meter has gone 'dumb' Video, 00:06:16Expert explains what to do if your smart meter has gone 'dumb'

	Attribution
BBC One
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	How much is the state pension worth now?

	Attribution
Business
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	Five skills you can help kids learn before they're five

	Attribution
BBC Tiny Happy People





[image: A young girl holding a teddy bear and smiling at a woman]






	'I started part-time at a make-up counter, now I work with Lady Gaga'

	Attribution
BBC Bitesize





[image: Lady Gaga and Anh Ho]






	Which plant-based 'milk' is best?

	Attribution
BBC Food
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	Why is HIIT such an efficient way to get fit?

	Attribution
BBC Radio 4





[image: Dr Michael Mosley running on the spot as part of a HIIT routine]











Discover more to watch and listen to


Short on time? Click through to add or bookmark for later


	The ultimate Eid playlist with Kan D Man and DJ Manara. AudioThe ultimate Eid playlist with Kan D Man and DJ Manara

	Attribution
BBC Asian Network
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	Michael Sheen faces the interview of a lifetime from The Assembly. Video, 29 minutesMichael Sheen faces the interview of a lifetime from The Assembly

	Attribution
BBC One





29 mins
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	The Infinite Monkey Cage looks back at science’s most epic failures. Audio, 17 minutesThe Infinite Monkey Cage looks back at science’s most epic failures

	Attribution
BBC Radio 4





17 mins
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	Binge the first series of this fiery new drama from Peaky Blinders creator. Video, 57 minutesBinge the first series of this fiery new drama from Peaky Blinders creator

	Attribution
BBC One
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	The Road to Waterloo: Celebrate 50 years since Abba won Eurovision. Audio, 28 minutesThe Road to Waterloo: Celebrate 50 years since Abba won Eurovision

	Attribution
BBC Radio 2
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	Over 7 million struggling with bills, survey finds

	Attribution
Business
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	Boeing hit after new whistleblower raises concerns

	Attribution
Business





[image: An American Airlines Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner is landing at Barcelona Airport in Barcelona, Spain, on March 25, 2024]






	Manchester's new 'tourist tax' raises £2.8m

	Attribution
Manchester
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National Lottery draws
See the latest results, including Lotto, EuroMillions, Set for Life and Thunderball

Check results






Modern slavery statement

	Read more
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	Scotland
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